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"In the evening I had to prepare food and cook supper, which exhausted me totally. In politics

there's absolutely nothing new. Again, out of impatience I feel myself beginning to fall into

melancholy. There is really no way out of this for us." This is Dawid Sierakowiak's final diary entry.

Soon after writing it, the young author died of tuberculosis, exhaustion, and starvation--the

Holocaust syndrome known as "ghetto disease." After the liberation of the /LÃ³d'z Ghetto, his

notebooks were found stacked on a cookstove, ready to be burned for heat. Young Sierakowiak

was one of more than 60,000 Jews who perished in that notorious urban slave camp, a man-made

hell which was the longest surviving concentration of Jews in Nazi Europe. The diary comprises a

remarkable legacy left to humanity by its teenage author. It is one of the most fastidiously detailed

accounts ever rendered of modern life in human bondage. Off mountain climbing and studying in

southern Poland during the summer of 1939, Dawid begins his diary with a heady enthusiasm to

experience life, learn languages, and read great literature. He returns home under the quickly

gathering clouds of war. Abruptly /LÃ³d'z is occupied by the Nazis, and the Sierakowiak family is

among the city's 200,000 Jews who are soon forced into a sealed ghetto, completely cut off from the

outside world. With intimate, undefended prose, the diary's young author begins to describe the

relentless horror of their predicament: his daily struggle to obtain food to survive; trying to make

reason out of a world gone mad; coping with the plagues of death and deportation. Repeatedly he

rallies himself against fear and pessimism, fighting the cold, disease, and exhaustion which finally

consume him. Physical pain and emotional woe hold him constantly at the edge of endurance.

Hunger tears Dawid's family apart, turning his father into a thief who steals bread from his wife and

children. The wonder of the diary is that every bit of hardship yields wisdom from Dawid's

remarkable intellect. Reading it, you become a prisoner with him in the ghetto, and with discomfiting

intimacy you begin to experience the incredible process by which the vast majority of the Jews of

Europe were annihilated in World War II. Significantly, the youth has no doubt about the

consequence of deportation out of the ghetto: "Deportation into lard," he calls it. A committed

communist and the unit leader of an underground organization, he crusades for more food for the

ghetto's school children. But when invited to pledge his life to a suicide resistance squad, he writes

that he cannot become a "professional revolutionary." He owes his strength and life to the care of

his family.
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This review is based on the 1996 Oxford hardback edition. Sierakowiak devotes a considerable

number of entries to the 1939 German-Soviet conquest of Poland. On Sept. 14, it rained.

Sierakowiak notes that, had this been going on since Sept. 1, the German tanks would've gotten

stuck in the mire (p. 38). On Sept. 19, Sierakowiak repudiated Hitler's lies, in which the Fuhrer, in a

radio broadcast, had blamed Poland for starting the war and for mistreating the German minority (p.

42).A radio program from London mentioned the Germans' vain seeking of Prince Janusz Radziwill

to form a collaborationist government (Nov. 5, 1939; p. 59). This adds refutation to the claim that

there was no Polish Quisling because the Germans never wanted one.No sooner had the German

entered Lodz then they began to persecute both Jews and Poles. On Nov. 17, 1939, the Germans

forced Polish priests to destroy the Kosciuszko statue with sledge hammers. This being ineffective,

the Germans resorted to dynamite (p. 63).A common Polonophobic Holocaust theme is the one

about Poles habitually delighting in Jewish humiliation and suffering. In contrast, Sierakowiak writes

(Nov. 18, 1939; p. 64): "The Poles cast down their eyes at the sight of the Jews with their armbands;

friends assure us that `it won't be for long.'" In view of the fact that Sierakowiak otherwise never

mentions Polish attitudes, and that negative incidents are more likely to be remembered and

recorded in diaries than positive ones, this takes on further significance.Sierakowiak was irreligious

(p. 38). And, not only was he pro-Communist, but in fact he praised Communists and condemned

capitalism many times (p. 88, 92, 102, 105, 155, 220, 260, 263, etc.).
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